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Reading the newspapers, one would be forgiven for thinking that, in international 

comparisons, English primary school children emerge rather poorly.  Even the BBC 

has occasionally implied that England does not come out well when our primary 

education is compared on an international stage.  However, the facts present a very 

different picture from the headlines.   

 

The truth is that England does very well in international comparisons if you look at 

the data for primary age children.  We do considerably less well when the pupils are 

aged 15. For reasons we discuss later, there is a growing and substantial body of 

evidence that children’s numeracy declines rapidly from age 11 to age 16.   

 

Let us consider the evidence of good performance at primary level.  The TIMSS 

(Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) conducted on a four-yearly 

cycle, provides the following data:  

 

• 1995: England’s 10 year olds ranked 16th in the sample, scoring an average 

of 513 points, 16 points below the international average of 529. 

• 2003: our ten year olds had risen to 10th position, scoring 531, 36 points over 

the international average.  

• 2007: England were up to 7th, and their score of 541 was 41 points above the 

international average. No European country did better.  

• 2011: England ranked 9th and the score of 542 was 42 points above the 

international average. The only European countries above England were 

Finland and Flemish Belgium.  

 

Key to the assertion that English primary schools are not, as we so often hear, failing 

English children in relation to maths, is the particular table in the TIMSS report 

showing the rate at which countries have improved or declined from 1995 to 2011. 

Here it clearly shows that England is the second most improved country, with only 

one country improving more.  

 

In relation to maths then, English primary schools have much to be proud of.  No 

other country in Europe has sustained such an improvement nor, with the exception 

of Finland and Flemish Belgium, scored so highly. Why then the bad publicity? In 



answer we need to look to the Department for Education and, in particular at specific 

pronouncements made by the Minister for Schools in regard to the East Asian 

educational approaches.  What are these policies, and on what are they based?  

 

The Minister would like to see us emulate and implement a Shanghai or 

Singaporean-style maths curriculum and teaching style in English schools.  These 

are two jurisdictions that, along with South Korea and four other Pacific Rim states, 

consistently out-perform the UK on International Tables.  This Government is so 

impressed with educational methods for young children in these countries that, in the 

context of cutbacks and austerity measures, they have spent £11 million (with more 

in the pipeline this year) on bringing Chinese teachers over to the UK to show 

English teachers how it is done.   

 

It should be recognised that there is grave cause for concern here, if we truly value 

what is best in English Primary schools.  For such jurisdictions, Shanghai and 

Singapore, have many important differences with the UK which make it exceedingly 

likely if not certain that simply importing Chinese-style textbooks and teaching 

methods and imposing these on English teachers will not have the desired effects 

and are more likely to damage rather than improve the educational chances of UK 

primary children.   

 

So what are these important political, cultural and educational differences? First, 

none of these countries is an open democracy. The roles of not only teachers but 

doctors, nurses, policemen and women and just about everyone else in public 

service, professionals in this country remain stubbornly unbiddable. We value our 

democracy; we appreciate diversity and originality, and place these significantly 

above conformity and uniformity. That is surely a strength, not a weakness in an 

open society.   

 

Secondly, in the UK, children from 3 to 11 years old are expected to enjoy primary 

school.  If Jimmy is crying on the way to school, his parents are beating a path to the 

teacher’s or head teacher’s door to tell them.  It certainly would not be acceptable for 

the teacher to respond, “So what? So am I?” In English schools, although difference 

and diversity are valued, we take pains to minimise the type of competition between 

learners which could result in a young child feeling a failure. We do not – and have 

not for over 30 years – used corporal punishment in school.  Creativity is seen as not 

only possible but admirable and critical thinking is both encouraged and developed.    



 

By contrast, in Pacific Rim countries, education takes place in a highly competitive 

atmosphere where high-stakes tests result in some children succeeding from a 

young age whilst others, effectively, fail.  Corporal punishment is not illegal and 

children are expected to view school as a ‘job’ and to conform to a set of curriculum 

demands that are both uniform and unchallenged. In an authoritarian society, critical 

reasoning or questioning is neither expected nor valued. Many children are under 

intense pressure to succeed, with much time after school being taken up with extra 

tutoring.   

 

So, although I passionately desire my children and grandchildren to do well at 

school, and whilst I want them taught with rigour and energy, there are some 

sacrifices I am not happy to make.  I want them to enjoy primary school, to feel 

valued as their own person, stimulated to enjoy learning and encouraged to 

persevere.  I do not want all the children in their class to be on the same page in the 

same textbook at the same time. Not all children learn at the same rate, and making 

some feel ‘slow’ and holding others back is unlikely either to support effective 

learning or to promote a love of maths. 

 

Both China and Singapore are currently taking steps to broaden their approach to 

education to enable children to choose appropriate strategies, rather than following 

by rote a given and uniform method.  This choice can only be made if children 

understand the underlying mathematics. Thus, it is not sensible for anyone, English 

or Chinese, to work out 2003 – 5 using the same method as they will use to work out 

2003 – 987, and nor are they likely to get correct answers if they do £100 - £67.25 

using the same written procedure that they might use for 13.46 – 6.23.  Choosing an 

appropriate method is vital if we are to have accurate calculation.  

 

Most primary schools in England are increasing their focus on memorisation. Unlike 

in Pacific Rim countries, routine memorisation is no longer part of the rituals of daily 

life in the UK. Children do not come to school having learned many prayers and 

chants off by heart.  They do not, as they grow older, memorise the mobile numbers 

of their friends or family – indeed nor do most adults.  The absence of this ‘schooling 

of the memory’ that we used to take for granted is not the teachers’ fault, but it is the 

teachers’ problem.  Memory is like any other faculty – use it or lose it.  So English 

primary schools are increasingly building routine memorisation into their daily 

timetables.   



 

They are also driving up the amount of practice and demanding a greater proportion 

of parents’ time in monitoring homework.  Parental support and out-of-school extra 

rehearsal of key mathematical skills are important features of Pacific Rim 

jurisdictions.  However, good schools in England are keen to preserve the ethos, well 

established here, of ‘teaching for understanding’ in mathematics, and see this 

approach as crucial to the development of both arithmetic fluency and mathematical 

reasoning. So whilst it is true that we should see an increase in memorisation and 

practice, this does not mean a return to the rote learning of the past or the uniformity 

of the Shanghai or Singaporean curriculum.  Indeed, many experienced teachers 

argue that we are ideally poised to attain a really good balance – developing 

conceptual understanding of fundamental concepts, making sure that children from 

the very start are encouraged to reason mathematically and think creatively, but also 

ensuring that children know their number facts! In this context, building an extra raft 

of practice to be done, as in East Asia, after school at home, can only be a good 

thing, helping children to see that their parents value their learning.  

 

People tend to want inconsistent or contradictory things from Primary education. 

They want their child to be happy and fulfilled, to be treated as a unique individual, 

encouraged in their interests with their own gifts acknowledged and developed.  But 

they also want rapid progress, the apparent security of uniform methods and 

frequent, high-stakes tests. But in a competitive atmosphere there will be some 

failures as well as successes – and none of us want our child to be the loser.  If we 

are all learning the same thing, by rote and without understanding it, the 

mathematically gifted young child will not be stimulated or challenged. Also, the less 

confident mathematician is likely to use an error-prone method to perform a simple 

calculation rather than making a sensible choice.   In education as in life, we had 

better be careful what we wish for in case it is actually delivered!  
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